A Review on Tuning of PID controller Using Soft Computing Techniques
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Abstract
Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controller is used in industries for wide number of applications. The tuning of PID controller parameters is the very difficult task. PID controllers are widely used as a means of controlling system outputs. Many techniques have been developed to tune the PID parameters. This paper gives the review about various soft computing techniques for tuning of PID controller system. Tuning of the PID parameters continues to be important as these parameters have a great effect on the stability and performance of the control system.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controllers are widely used in industry because it can be attributed to its simplicity and effectiveness. To implement PID controller, the gains of PID controller must be determined. Tuning of PID controllers has always been an area of active interest in the process control industry. Great effort has been required to develop methods to reduce the time spent on optimizing the choice of PID controller parameters. There are many tuning techniques based on several methods. These methods can be classified as: i) empirical methods such as the Ziegler -Nichols (ZN) method and the Internal Model Control (IMC), ii) analytical methods such as root locus based techniques, iii) methods based on optimization such as the iterative feedback tuning (IFT). Among these methods, unarguably the ZN method is one of the most well known and popular method. For a wide range of industry processes, ZN tuning method works quite well. However, one of disadvantage of this method is the necessary of the prior knowledge regarding plant model. Once tuned the controller by ZN method a good but not optimum system response will be reached. The transient response can be even worse if the plant dynamics change. It must be noticed that a great amount of plants has time-varying dynamics due to external/environmental causes, to assure an environmentally independent good performance, the controller must be able to adapt the changes of plant dynamic characteristics. Recent years, artificial intelligent techniques-fuzzy logic, neural networks and genetic algorithms (GA) are well established.

Till now many different techniques are proposed to achieve the optimum control parameters for PID controllers. Many new techniques developed for tuning PID controllers. They are not slow in hunting to accomplish the arrive methods based on the evolution principle.

The block diagram for tuning of PID controller with unit feedback for electro hydraulic servo system using soft computing shown in figure 1 [1].

Fig. 1. Block Diagram of Intelligent PID Controller
Equation (1) shows the output of Intelligent PID controller

\[ Y(t) = e(t) K_p + K_i \int e(t) dt + K_d \frac{de(t)}{dt} \]

Where
- \( e(t) \) = Error signal
- \( K_p \) = Proportional Constant
- \( K_i \) = Integral Constant
- \( K_d \) = Derivative Constant

**II. SELECTION OF SOFT COMPUTING TECHNIQUE**

A. Approximations

Approximations are required to apply such that the tuning rules become more simple [2].

B. Model classification

There are many methods which are used to process the different types of models, like first order plus dead time model (FOPDT). We need to reduce the complexity of the model [2].

C. Point of reference for Designing

These methods are used to tune some point of reference for design such that distinguish the properties of the closed loop system. Some of the points of reference are phase margin and gain, closed loop bandwidth, and non-identical cost functions for load changes [2].

The purpose of this paper is to explore many soft computing techniques for parameter tuning of PID controller used in different applications. This is used to improve the performance of PID controller.

**III. METHODS OF SOFT COMPUTING TECHNIQUES**

Toru Yamamoto, et. al [3] proposed the self-tuning method of PID controller. It is based on classical control theory, have been widely used for real control system so author consider the control parameter as PID gain of proportional, integral and differential actions. And the control performance depends on these parameters. In this pole-assignment control scheme reported as useful self-tuning control technique for unknown time delay systems.

Bria C. Hion, et. al [4] gives the A self-tuning of PID controller has been developed that use the well-known technique of direct-enhance tuning. An objective function that measures the quality of control performance is optimized by a succession of small adjustments to the three PID tuning parameters. Because the optimization is driven by actual performance and no assumptions are made about process dynamics and disturbance behaviour, this technique provides optimal tuning for almost any loop that can be controlled by PID.

Hyung-Soo Hwang, et. al [8] proposed a new tuning algorithm for the PID controller which has the initial value of parameter \( K_p, K_i, K_d \) by the Ziegler Nichols formula that uses the ultimate gain and ultimate period from a relay tuning experiment which will get the error and the error rate of plant output corresponding to the initial value of parameter and
find the new proportion gain and the integral time from fuzzy tuner by the error and error rate of plant output as a membership function of fuzzy theory so the fuzzy auto tuning algorithm for PID controller considerably reduced the overshoot and rise time as compared to any other PID controller tuning algorithms and real parametric uncertainty systems and also constitutes an appreciable improvement of performance.

Dong Hwa Kim, et. al [9] states that it is very difficult to achieve an optimal PID gain without experience since the parameters of the PID controller has to be manually tuned by trial and error. The authors focus on tuning of the PID controller using immune algorithm and gain/phase margin. After deciding optimal gain/phase margin specifications for the given process, the gains of PID controller using fitness value of immune algorithm depending on error between optimal gain/phase margin and the gain/phase margin obtained by tuning is tuned for the required response.

Rached Dhaouadi, et. al [10] suggested that a self tuning PID controller scheme for nonlinear systems is proposed using wavelet networks and the auto tuner consists of a discrete PID controller and a proposed new wavelet network structure called Dynamic Wavelet Network (DWN). The DWN consists of a static feed forward Wavelet Network in cascade with an autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model. The learning strategy for the wavelet network and PID controller is based on gradient descent and an recursive algorithm is developed to update the weights of the DWN and the parameters of the ARMA model.

J. L. Meza, et. al [11] deals with the problem of optimizing a fuzzy self-tuning PID controller for robot manipulators and Fuzzy PID controllers have been developed and applied in many fields. There is no systematic method to design Membership Functions (MFs) for these controllers. Authors propose a simple method based on Genetic Algorithms (GA) to find optimal input and output MFs of a fuzzy self tuning PID controller. The stability via Lyapunov theory for the closed loop control system is asymptotically stable for a class of gain matrices depending on the manipulator states.

Shan Xue, et. al [12] proposed that the intelligent self-tuning PID controller based on neural network is designed for the system which is nonlinear and does not have mathematical model so designed neural network of the controller can identify the real-time parameters. The intelligent self-tuning PID controller based on neural network is feasible. The difficulties that design the neural network are to determine the number of the layer, the neurons in the hidden layer and the learning rate. To resolve these issues choose MOBP (Back Propagation with Momentum) neural network for tuning of parameter of PID controller.

Yunan Hu, et. al [13] states that on the basis of sufficient analysis on the characteristic of iterative learning control and PID controller parameter tuning work, an idea of applying iterative learning control to PID controller parameter tuning was aroused. Authors choose the linear model in the neighbourhood of character points as the research plant, transforming the problem of PID controller parameter tuning into an open-close loop iterative learning control problem. The stability of PID controller parameters iterative learning control system and the astringency of controller parameters were verified for the first time through the construct of a compress mapping arithmetic operator. The stop condition design scheme of integral type is advanced at the same time.

LV Wenge, et. al [14] says that Election Campaign Optimization (ECO) algorithms used to tune the parameters of PID controller. ECO algorithm is applied to solve the problem of tuning the parameters of PID controllers. It is found that the method developed could determine the optimal parameters, which can bring on a prospective control performance. It indicates that applying ECO algorithm to tune the parameters of PID controllers is an effective method.

Guohan Lin, et. al [15] proposed that many techniques have been developed to tune the PID parameters. Adaptive genetic algorithms (AGA) are proposed as a method for PID optimization and compared with those of traditional optimizations methods. Simulations with different processes show that the gains obtained using adaptive genetic algorithms (AGA) provide better performance than those obtained by the classical Ziegler-Nichols (ZN) method and classical genetic algorithms (CGA) method.

Yanzhu Zhang, et. al [16] state that fractional-order systems model is complex and the fractional-order controller requires more tuning parameters than that of integer-order controller so tuning parameters method of fractional-order PID controller is difficult to obtain. In order to improve the accuracy of fractional-order PID controller character and the designing method of fractional-order PID controller is analyzed and the genetic algorithm is introduced to the design of fractional-order PID controller. By using the genetic algorithm to optimize the corresponding parameters the better PID controller which has a superior is obtained the error of fractional-order controller is avoided and the tuning efficiency is improved. The controlling effect of the fractional-order PID controller is better than that of
the integer-order PID controller.

Zou Dexuan, et. al [17] proposed that the robust tuning of PID controller is a hard work, and it is restricted by multiple $H_\infty$ performance criteria. The robust PID controller tuning is essentially a constrained optimization problem therefore a modified global harmony search algorithm (MGHS) is proposed to handle this problem. The MGHS algorithm is a population based algorithm and it updates the worst solutions in each iteration so as to improve the quality of all candidate solutions. The authors combine the MGHS and a penalty function method to trade off the objective function value and constraint violations.

Maryam Khoie, et. al [18] introduces a Genetic -AIS (Artificial Immune System) algorithm is introduced for PID controller tuning using a multi-objective optimization framework. This hybrid Genetic-AIS technique is faster and accurate compared to each individual Genetic or AIS approach and the auto -tuned PID algorithm is then used in an Immune feedback law based on a nonlinear proportional gain to realize a new PID controller. The Immune algorithm presents a promising scheme due to its interesting features such as diversity, distributed computation, adaptation and self monitoring. Simultaneously this leads to a more effective Immune-based tuning than the conventional PID tuning schemes benefiting a multi-objective optimization prospective. Integration of Genetic-AIS algorithm with Immune feedback mechanism results into a robust PID controller which is ultimately evaluated via simulation control test scenarios to demonstrate quick response, good robustness, and satisfactory overshoot and disturbance rejection characteristics.

Xuhua Shi, et. al [19] gives that achieving an optimal PID gain is very difficult for the feedback control loop. Since the gain of the PID controller has to be tuned manually by trial and error, optimisation of the PID controller may not cover a plant with complex dynamics such as large dead time, inverse response, and a highly nonlinear characteristic without any control experience. Author focuses on tuning of PID controller using Gradient immune algorithm. Parameters P, I, and D encoded in antibody are randomly allocated to obtain an optimal gain for robustness based on the time-domain performance indicator.

I. Chiha, et. al [20] states that a tuning PID method based on the multi-objective DE is developed for getting good performances and tunes the optimal PID parameters. In contrast to the single-objective algorithms which try to find a single solution of the problem and the multi-objective technique searches for the optimal Pareto set directly. The aim of the Multi-objective DE algorithm is to determine the optimal solutions of the PID controller parameters by minimization the multi-objective function and to identify Pareto-optimal solution. This method is able to found the optimum solution of the PID controller’s parameters that they allow guaranteeing the performance of the system.

Jiuqi Han, et. al [21] gives a novel tuning method based on Fruit Fly Optimization Algorithm (FOA) is proposed to optimize PID controller parameters. Each fruit fly's position represents a candidate solution for PID parameters. When the fruit fly swarm flies towards one location it is treated as the evolution of each iterative swarm. The main advantages of the proposed method include ease of implementation, stable convergence characteristic, large searching range, ease of transformation of such concept into program code and ease of understanding. The FOA Based optimized PID (FOA - PID) controller is with the capability of providing satisfactory closed - loop performance.

Mohd S. Saad, et. al [22] presents the implementation of PID controller tuning using two sets of evolutionary techniques which are differential evolution (DE) and genetic algorithm (GA). The optimal PID control parameters are applied for a high order system with time delay and non-minimum phase system. The performance of the two techniques is evaluated by setting its objective function with mean square error (MSE) and integral absolute error (IAE). Both techniques will compete to achieve the globally minimum value of its objective functions.
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**CONCLUSION**

In this paper, an attempt has been made to review various literatures for the soft computing techniques introduced by the different researchers for tuning of PID controller system to optimize the best result. This review article is also presenting the current status of tuning of PID controller system using soft computing techniques.
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